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Structures, bulk magnetic properties and M6ssbauer spectra for Fe3_xMnxA1 ternaries have been 
determined. For samples quenched from 750:C the DOa structure is found for x = 0 to 0.75, the 
fl-Mn structure from 1.25 to 3.00 and a two phase system between x = 0.75 and 1.25. The Curie 
temperature decreases as Fe in FeaAI is replaced by Mn, indicating a weakening of ferromagnetic 
exchange. The M6ssbauer spectrum at room temperature for x = 0.75 is a singlet. The spectra in 
the ternaries having the fl-Mn structure indicate two types of Fe. The intensities in the M6ssbauer 
pattern suggest that Fe is preferentially occupying one of the sites in the fl-Mn structure. 

1. Introduction 

The work o f  K~ster  and Wachtel  (1) shows 
that  Mn in the f l -Mn structure can incorpora te  
large amounts  of  AI in solid solutions,  ~41 
a tomic  percent.  Al loys conta in ing more than 
5 a tomic  percent AI are stable in the f l -Mn 
structure to room tempera ture ;  that  is, they 
do not  t ransform into the ~t-Mn structure.  
K6ster  and Wachtel  find that  when f l -Mn  is 
al loyed with AI it remains  pa ramagne t i c  down 
to room temperature ,  but  with a susceptibil i ty 
which is increased by about  50% in the A1- 
sa tura ted  alloys over that of  pure f l -Mn.  The 
al loy represented by the formula  Mn3AI is, 
of  course,  included in the compos i t ion  range 
in which the ,8-Mn structure is stable and 
persists to room temperature .  In this al loy AI 
is p resumably  dis t r ibuted at r andom over the 
lattice sites; it is pa ramagne t i c  with a suscepti- 
bility, according to K6ster  and Wachtel ,  o f  
10.5 • 10 -6 emu/g.  

FeaAI occurs in the DO3(BiFa) structure.  
It is fe r romagnet ic  with a Curie t empera ture  
o f  750~ (2). There  are two kinds o f  Fe in 
Fe3Al - type  I (4 per  unit cell), in which all eight 
nearest  neighbors  are Fe and type I1 (8 per  
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unit cell) for which ha l f  of  the nearest  neigh- 
bors  are Al and ha l f  are Fe. Neu t ron  diffract ion 
work by Na thans  et al. (3) showed many  years  
ago that  the i ron moments  are 2.1 and 1.5/as 
per  a tom for type I and I I F e ,  respectively. 

The present  work  forms par t  o f  a series o f  
studies (4, 5) being carr ied out  in this l abora -  
tory  to s tudy te rnary  systems conta in ing  Fe 
and Mn in an a t tempt  to ascertain inter al ia  
informat ion  in regard  to the nature  o f  the 
F e - M n  exchange in such systems. In the 
present  work  we repor t  on the structures and 
bulk magnet ic  proper t ies  o f  the F e a A l - M n a A l  
pseudobinary  system. 

Room tempera ture  M(3ssbauer spec t ra  
were also obta ined  and are briefly ment ioned.  
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FK;. I. Lattice parameters for the Fea_.,Mn~,AI 
system. FesAl and MnsAl exist in the DO~ and ,8--Mn 
structures, respectively. 
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2. Magnet izat ion- temperature behavior  o f  Fea_~Mn~A1 alloys. 

H. Experimental Procedure and Results 

The ternary alloys were formed by fusing 
together the component metals in a water 
cooled copper boat under a stream of purified 
Ar. Induction heating was used. Purity of the 
metals was Fe and Mn, 99.9~o; AI, 99.99 ~.  
These are purities exclusive of gaseous 
impurities. 

The general experimental procedures 
followed those which are now standard in 
this laboratory. The recently published mono- 
graph by one of us (W.E.W) gives (6) numerous 
references to earlier work in this laboratory 
which contain descriptions of the techniques 
used. 

The lattice parameters and the regions of 
stability of the DOa and fl-Mn structures are 
shown in Fig. 1. These data are for materials 
which had been rapidly quenched to room 
temperature after heat treating for 100 hr at 
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750~ Magnetization-temperature results for 
several ternaries in the DOa structure are 
shown in Fig. 2. 

Fe 57 MOssbauer spectra were obtained at 
room temperature for F%A1 and for the 
ternaries represented by the formula 
Fea_xMnxA1. The spectra for F%A1 indicated 
two six-line patterns in accordance with previ- 
ous M6ssbauer work (7) and the neutron 
diffraction studies referred to above. When the 
Mn content is that characterized by x = 0.25 
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FIG. 3. M6ssbauer spectrum for Fe,.25Mno.75A1 FIG. 4. M6ssbauer spectra for Fea_~MnxAl alloys 
(DOa structure), possessing the p-Mn structure. 
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and larger, the spectra become uninterpretable, 
undoubtedly because the Fe is randomly 
distributed over the lattice sites and is experi- 
encing a range of hyperfine fields. It  is clear, 
however, from the width of the M6ssbauer 
absorption spectra that the Fe hyperfine 
field is reduced as the Mn content increases. 
Near  the boundary of the Fe3A1 primary 
phase the spectrum consists of a single line 
(Fig. 3). 

The Curie temperature of  FeaAl is 470~ 
(2). It is clear from the results in Fig. 2 that 
replacement of Fe by Mn reduces To. This 
indicates that ferromagnetic exchange is 
weaker in the ternary system Fea_~MnxA1 
than in FeaAl. In this respect the present 
results indicate a consistent pattern in ternary 
systems containing Fe and Mn. Introduction 
of Mn in replacement of  Fe leads to a decline 
in Curie temperature for a number of  ternary 
systems which have been studied in this and 
other laboratories: Y6F23-Y6Mn23 (4), RFe2- 
RMn2 (5) (R is a rare earth element), Fe3Ge- 
MnaGe (8) and FeaSn-Mn3Sn (9). 

M6ssbauer spectra for ternaries in the f l-Mn 
structure shown in Fig. 4 indicate that Fe is 
situated in at least two distinguishable sites. 
This is as expected since in f l -Mn there are 
two crystallographically distinguishable sites. 
These sites are present in fl-Mn in the ratio 

12:8. I f  Fe were populating these two types of  
sites in a random fashion, we would expect two 
lines in the MOssbauer spectra with intensities 
in the ratio of  12 to 8. Clearly this is not the 
case (Fig. 4). From the observed spectra it 
appears that there is preferential site occu- 
pancy, which is rather surprising in view of the 
chemical similarity of  Mn and Fe. 
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